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In 1960, H. Bass [3] defined the notion of semi-perfect rings and, in 
1963, E. Mares [l l] generalized it to that of semi-perfect modules. Since 
that time various kinds of further generalizations have been considered. In 
particular, K. Oshiro [ 161 studied quasi-semiperfect modules in connection 
with several important conditions on direct summands. The present paper 
is closely related to his paper as well as to the papers [ 12, 151 by Mueller 
and others and is cncerned with the condition (D,) (which is (C,) in [16]) 
over modules with direct decomposition into hollow modules. This is 
indeed motivated by the theorem [ 16, Theorem 3.51 that every quasi- 
semiperfect module has the above type of decomposition. 
In Section 2 we shall clarify relationships between M-projectives over 
modules with direct decomposition into hollow modules and the condition 
(D,), which is dual to Cl.5, Theorem 81. 
In order to translate (D, ) in terms of homomorphisms, we shall 
introduce a new concept of almost A4-projectives to find some relations 
between almost M-projectives and a weaker condition (D’,). After prepar- 
ing several basic results in Section 3, we shall, in Section 4, restrict our- 
selves to semi-perfect rings and give a series of characterizations of right 
Nakayama rings with special properties by making use of the concept of 
almost M-projectives. Finally, we shall classify modules with (D,) over a 
local Dedekind domain in Section 5. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Let R be a ring with identity. Every module A4 in this paper is a unitary 
right R-module. We shall denote the Jacobson radical and the socle by 
* The problem concerning the tirst half of this paper was proposed to the first author by 
Professors B. J. Mueller, S. Mohamed, and K. Kamal, when he was invited to McMaster 
University, Canada in 1986 by Professor B. J. Mueller. The author would like to express his 
hearty thanks to them for their kind hospitality and useful conversation. 
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J(M) and Sot(M), respectively. If M has a finite length, by 1 Mf we denote 
its length. First we shall recall some definitions given in [ 161, which are 
related to dual continuous modules. Let A4 be an R-module. 
For any submodule N of M, there exists a direct decomposition 
M= M, 0 M2 such that M, c N and N n M, is small in Mz 
(and hence in M). iD,) 
Every dual continuous module is a direct sum of hollow modules (every 
proper submodule is small} by [ 16, Theorem 3.51. Further, a hollow 
module is clearly directly indecomposable. If a submodule N of an 
R-module M contains a non-zero (ind~composable) direct summand of M, 
then N is not small in M. Conversely we shall define the following: 
For any non-small submodule N of M, there exists a non-zero 
indecomposable direct summand M, contained in N. (l-D,) 
Concerning the above definition, we consider the following situation: Let 
{M,), be a set of modules ~0, M = C, @ M, and rr= the projection of M 
onto M,. 
Every submodule N of M such that rc,(N) = 44, for some LX con- 
tains a non-zero direct summand of M. iD’,l 
It is clear that (D,) implies (D; ), and if I is a finite set and all of the M, 
are hollow, (II),) is equivalent to (D’,). Further, (D;) depends on the direct 
decomposition M = x,0 M,. For instance, if we take the trivial decom- 
position M = M, then (D;) always holds for this decomposition. If the 
endomorphism ring of M, is local for all g (i.e., M, is an 1. e. module), then 
(D’,) does not depend on direct decomposition into 1.e. modules by the 
Gull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem. In this case (D’,) is the converse 
of the following fact (Proposition 2 below): if N contains a non-zero direct 
summand of M, then rr,( N) = M, for some ~1. We have already used the 
following property in [7]. Let M, and M, be R-modules: 
Every epimorphism of M, o’F M, is an isomorphism. @I) 
If an R-module M is noetherian, M, = M and M, = M satisfy (EI). 
Now the following property is well known. Let E be a direct sum of 
uniform modules U, # 0. Then a submodule F of E is essential in E if and 
only if Fn U, #O for all LX. It is clear that its dual is not true in the 
category of right R-modules. Hence we shall define the dual concept. Let 
D =x,@ D, and rc, the projection of D onto D,, where the D, are 
(indecomposable) hollow: 
For any non-small submodule N in D, there exists cx in I such 
that rc3( N) = D,. 6) 
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For any submodule S in D, if X,(S) #D, for all M E I, S is small 
in D. 6’) 
It is clear that (S) and (S’) are equivalent and that, if (S’) holds, every 
D, has to be hollow. It is possible that n,(S) #D, for all a but X;(S) = Db 
for another decomposition and some b (cf. Example 1 below). 
In this paper, we shall mainly study modules with direct decomposition 
into indecomposable modules. In the definition (S), if all D, are le. 
modules, then (S) does not depend on direct decomposition by the 
Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem. Similarly, if all of the D, are 
local (and hence cyclic), (S) is equivalent to J(D) being small in D. Hence, 
in this case, too, (S) does not depend on the decomposition. Let {M,}, be 
a set of I.e. modules. Take a subset jMi} ,“= I of {M,}, and a set of non- 
isomorphismsf,: M, -+ M,, , . If, for any element m, in M,, there exists an 
integer n = n(m, ) such that fn f, _ l . . .,fi (m, ) = 0, {f, 1 is called locufly semi- 
T-nilpotent (IsTn for short). If every set {,L} over any subset {M,} is lsTn, 
we say that {M,}, is 1sTn. Put M=C,@M, and let N=CK@Nj, be a 
submodule of M. If, for any finite subset K’ of K, CK’ @ NY, is a direct sum- 
mand of M, we say that N is a locally direct summand of M [4]. 
Finally let there be given a direct decomposition M = M, @M,, and let 
rc, : M + M, and rr2 : M + M2 be the projections. We shall frequently use 
the following facts: (i) Let ,f: M, + M, be a homomorphism. Define 
M,(f) = {x +f(x)l x E M,}. Then M,(f) is a submodule of M isomorphic 
to M, and M= M,(f)@M,; (ii) Let N,, N’, N,, and N2 be submodules 
of M such that N, c N’ c M, for i = 1,2 and let there exist an isomorphism 
h: N’/N, + N’/N,. We shall often consider h as a homomorphism 
N’ + N2/N2 in the natural manner, so that N, is the kernel of h. Let 
N = {x + y 1 x E N’, y E h(x)}. Then, as is easily seen, N is a submodule of N 
and rc,(N) = N’, n,(N) = N2. Let x E M, . Then clearly x E N if and only if 
0 E h(x), i.e., h(x) = N,, i.e., x E ker(h) = N,. This implies that M, n N = N,. 
On the other hand, if y G M2 then y E N if and only if y E h(0) = N,. Thus 
we know that M, n N= N,. We shall denote this N by N’(h) N2; (iii) Let 
N be any submodule of M. Put N, = Mi n N and x,(N) = N’ for i = 1,2. 
Then clearly Ni c N’ c M, for i = 1,2. Let x E N’. Then there is a y E N2 
such that x + ye N. Such a y is not necessarily unique but is unique 
modulo N,, because if y’ is another element of N2 such that x + y’ E N 
then y-y’=(x+y)-(x+y’)eM2nN=N,; moreover, if yeN2 then 
x = (x + y) - y E N, whence x E M, n N = N, . Thus, by associating x + N, 
with y + N,, we have an isomorphism h: N’/N, -+ N’/N,. It is obvious that 
N= N’(h) N2 in the sense in (ii). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Z be the ring of integers and p a prime. Then the set of 
rationals Q is a Z,-hollow module (see [ 141). Let M = Q0 Gj Q, @ 
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Qz@ a..; Q,=Q and T=Z,0(l/p)Z,0(l/p2)Z,0 . . . . Since Q= 
IJ, (i/p”) Z,, T is not small in M. However, ni( T) = (l/p’) Z, # Q, where 
xi: M -+ Q, projection (cf. the property in (S’)). Let fi: Qj -+ Q, (fi( 1) = 1). 
Then Cf;: COQ,+ Q, and M=Q,@(Q,@Q,@ ... @QnO . ..)(Xfi). 
Let t=O+ . . . + l/p’ + 0 . . be in T. Then t = l/p’ + (1 -CL) t. Hence 
nb( T) = Q,, where $,: M-+ Q0 is the projection of the last decomposition. 
We note that { Qil is IsTn and 2 $ Q, satisfies neither (S) nor (D;), 
because, nb( T) = Q; however, T does not contain a divisible submodule. 
2. ALMOST ~-~OJE~TIVES 
M-projective modules were defined in [Z]. We shall slightly modify this 
concept to characterize (D’,). We often consider modules with direct 
decomposition into hollow modules only. 
DEFINITION. Let M and M, be modules. M is almost M,-projective if, 
for any exact sequence with natural epimorphism v*: 
either (1) h is liftable to K: M -+ M, , i.e., h =_Y$ or (2) ther exists a direct 
summand M’ of M, and a homomorphism h: M’ -+ M with hK= v* / M’. 
We mainly consider this definition in case M, is a direct sum of hollow 
and I.e. modules and M’, M are indecomposable. Following [2], we say 
that M is M,-projective, if the first half of (1) holds. 
First we study some relationships between almost M-projectives and the 
condition (D; ). 
THEOREM 1. Let M = C,@ M, he a direct decomposition of M. Consider 
the following conditions: 
(1) The decomposition satisfies (D’, ). 
(2) M, is almost C,- il) 0 MD-projective for all a. 
Then (2) always implies (1 ), while (1) implies (2) provided all M, are hollow 
and 1.e. modules. 
Proof. (2) -+ (1) Let 7~~: M -+ M, be the projection for each ~1. Let N 
be a submodule of M and let n,(N)= M, for some 1 EZ. Put 
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M*=Llfl OM,, N, = M, n N, N, =M, nN and N*=n,*(N). Then 
there is a canonical isomorphism h: M,/N, + N*/N, (c A&,/N,), so that 
N = M,(h) N*. Since M, is almost M,-projective, we have two cases. 
Assume now the first case: i.e., assume that h: M, + N*/N, can be lifted I;o 
an h *: Ml +M*, which means v.+h, =h, where v,: M, -+ Me/N, is the 
natural epimorphism. Then M,(h,) = {x-t h,(x)1 XEM, } is a direct 
summand of M= M, GM,. Moreover, that h,(x) + N, = v,(h,(x)) = h(x) 
implies that h,(x) E h(x) and so .Y + h(x) E M,(h) N* = N for all x E M,) 
i.e., M,(h,) c N. Assume next the second case; i.e., assume that there exists 
a direct summand M’of M, and a homomorphism K: M’ + MI such that 
hA= v* / M’. Consider M’(h) = j&(,(x) -+yj ye M’). Then M’(g) is a direct 
summand M, 0 M’. Since M’ is a direct summand of M,, it follows that 
M’(R) is a direct summand of M, @ M, = M. On the other hand, let JJ E M’ 
and put x=&(y). Then xeM, and h(x)=h(&y))=v,(y)=y+ N,, which 
implies that y E h(x) and hence 6( .v) + y = x + y E M,(h) N* = N. Thus we 
know that M’(E) c N. 
(l)-+(2) Let ICI, and let M*=zbfl 0 M,. Let K, be a submodule of 
M,, and consider a diagram with natural epimorphism v,: 
M, “* *M,/K,- 0 
I h 
Our aim is to find either an h”: M, -+ M, such that v,h”= h or a direct sum- 
mand 111’ of M, and &: M’+ M, such that l&= v* / M’. If K, contains a 
non-zero direct summand M’ of K,, take the zero map h” of M’ to M,. 
Then hh”= 0 = v* 1 M’. Hence we may assume that K, does not contain any 
indecomposable direct summand of M,. Now put h(M,) = C/K, and ker 
h = K, , We have the following two cases from (D’,): 
(i) C contains a non-zero hollow direct summand M; of M, by 
[ 1; 4, Theorem 7.1.2 J; M, = M; @ L. (We note that by [4, Theorem 8.2.31 
that L is also a direct sum of hollow modules.) 
(ii) n,(C)#M, for all cr# I. 
Case i. Putting C=M;@C’ (C=CnL), we have c=C/K,= 
&; + ?‘. Further, since c ( ,N M,,/K,) is hollow, either c = ii& or (7 = ?. If 
c = c’, MB c c’ + K, c L + K,. Let /J be the projection of M, onto M; 
Then M;=p(M;)cp(C’+K,)zp(K,) s M; by (D;) and the assump- 
tion on K, (cf. the remark after (D; )). Hence c = fi;. Thus we may 
assume h: M,/K, z M;/(M; n K,). Put N= M2(h-‘) M, = M,(h) M; and 
MO = M, 0 M;. Let n; (resp. n;) be the projection of M, onto M, 
4XI,i22’2-Ii 
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(resp. MI). Since n’,(N) = M, and M, satisfies (D’,), there exists a decom- 
position of MO= N, @N2 such that N, c N. Since N, has the exchange 
property by [l; 19, Theorem 1; 4, Theorem 8.1.41, we obtain either 
(a) MO=M,@M;=N,@MZ or (b) M,,=N,@M,. 
(a) Since ker rr’, = M;, g = n’, 1 N, is an isomorphism of N, to M,. Let 
m, be any element in M,. Then g = rc’, 1 N, implies 
g-‘(m,)=m,+m,;m,EM2, 
and noting g-l(m,) E N, c N, 
m,=h(m,)+ z;z~M;nK,. 
Put z= rc; g- ‘, and h” induces h. 
(b) Put g’=rc;lN,. Since N=M;(h--,)M,, F=rc’,g’-’ induces h-’ 
as above (and so h”’ is an epimorphism, since M, is hollow). 
Case ii. Put N= M,(h) C. Then N contains a non-zero direct summand 
N, of M by (D’,), and moreover, we may assume, by [4, Theorem 7.2.11, 
that N, is hollow. In the similar manner as above, we obtain (a’) 
M=M,@M, or (b’) M=N,@M,@ ... BY... @M,@ . . . . 
(a’) We can use the same argument as above (replace M; with M,). 
(b’) Let rrp: M = M, 0. . . @ Mcr@ ... + M, be the projection given 
in Case (ii). Then x&N,) c xc,(N) = Z,,(C) # M,. Hence X,(M) = 
rrn,(N, @&zi 0 MB) = rc;,(N,) # M;,, a contradiction. Therefore (b’) does 
not occur. 
COROLLARY 1. Let P he a projective module. Then P satisfies (D’,) 
((D:) in Remark 1 below) with respect to any direct decomposition. If P 
satisfies (1 - D,), J(P) is small in P. 
Proof. The first half is clear from Theorem 1. Assume that P satisfies 
( 1 - D, ) and that J( P ) is not small in P. Then J( P ) contains a non-zero 
direct summand P, of P. Since P, c J(P), P, = J( P,), a contradiction to 
[3; 4, Corollary 6.1.31. 
Remark 1. By making use of the similar argument to the proof of 
Theorem 1, we know that (2) is equivalent to the following fact: 
For the fixed decomposition M= C,@ M, and the projection n, of M 
onto M,, if N is any submodule of M with rc, (N) = M, for some 1, then 
(i) NI M,(g);g: M, -+ A4, or 
(ii) there exist a direct summand Mb of M, and a homomorphism 
g’:@-+M, such that NxM;(g’), where M*=CXz,@M,. (D:) 
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Remark 2. If we take two hollow modules M, and A4 in the definition 
above, then h” in the second is always an epimorphism. Furthermore, as is 
shown below, if {M,}, is a set of hollow and I.e. modules and {M,}, is 
lsTn, then (D’,) on M = x,0 M, guarantees an existence of an 
epimorphism h” in Theorem 1. In order to obtain this fact, we show that we 
can find a new direct decomposition M, = C, (, ) 0 M:, such that 
K*=~,@M;@r* (JCZ- (1)) and x;.(K;) # M;, for all y in I- (1 }. 
Then M,/K, 2 (CJ. @ MI,)/K’,(Z-- (1 } = Ju J’), and hence we can employ 
the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1 (start with Case i in the 
proof). 
Here we use the terminologies in the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that 
K, in the proof of Theorem 1 contains an indecomposable direct summand 
of M,. Then, by Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal family {N,} of 
indecomposable submodules Ni of K, such that the sum of N, is direct and 
is a locally direct summand of M, (we shall frequently use those families 
later and so we denote them by F). Let M’; = C ON,. Since {MS} is lsTn, 
M: is a direct summand of M, by [4, Theorem 8.2.11; M, = M’I, @ IV!+ for 
some submodule M:, . Let Ki = K, n M’,. Then, since Mr c K,, we have 
K, = M’; OK;. Moreover, K:, contains no indecomposable direct sum- 
mand of M,, because if were otherwise it would contradict the maximality 
of {N,}. It is clear that the projection n’: M, + Mi induces mod K, an 
isomorphism 7~: M,/K, + M’,/K;. Consider the diagram 
T nh 
M, 
where v is the natural epimorphism. If there exists an K: M, + M; such 
that vK= rrh then it satisfies v,l= h, since it is easy to see that v* = n-‘vrr’. 
Since {M,} is lsTn, the direct summand Mi of M, is a direct sum of 
indecomposable submodules by [4, Theorem 7.2.61. Therefore, by the 
Krull-Remark-Schmidt-Aazumaya theorem, M:, % zJ @ M, for a suitable 
subset J of I such that 1 $ J. This implies that in order to show the 
existence of an Ji: Mi -+ A4; (resp. M, + M;, ( @ML) which makes the 
above diagram commutative, we may assume that M; = x 0 M, (and K; 
contains no indecomposable direct summand of M:,). If, however, we 
observe that 1 $ J, it turns out that we may actually consider the diagram 
in the proof of Theorem 1 in which K, contains no indecomposable direct 
summand of M,. Thus we may, due to condition (D; ), assume that 
x,(K,) # M, for all tl # 1. 
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Remark 3. From Remark 1 above, when we deal with almost projec- 
tivity of a finite direct sum of hollow and I.e. modules for a hollow module, 
we may assume that h” in the second is an epimorphism. 
Remark 4. Let M = C,@ M, be a direct sum of hollow and le. 
modules M,. If n,(N) = M, for a submodule N of M and the projection 
rc, : M + M,, (D’,) guarantees only that N contains a non-zero direct 
summand of M. However, if {M,}, is lsTn, N contains a direct summand T 
of M such that n,(T) = M, from Remarks 1 and 2. 
Taking the same N = M,(h) C in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain. 
THEOREM 1’. Let M = C,@ M, be a direct decomposition of M. Then 
( 1) M, is Cfi + ~ @ MD-projective for all o! if and only if the first half of (D T) 
holds for M. (2) M, is almost &+ 2 0 + M 8-p J ro ‘active for all CI if and only if 
(D:) holds for M. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let K be a filed and R the ring of upper triangular 
matrices over K of finite or infinite degree. Put e = e,, , the matrix unit in R, 
and Mi = eR/eJ’. Consider a diagram: 
eR/eJ’ Y eR/eJ’+l- 0 
T h 
eR/eJk 
Then k > i+ j if h # 0 since eRe = eK. id k if and only if there exists 
z: eR/eJk + eR/eJ’ such that vh”= h. i 3 k if and only if there exists 
I?: eR/eJ’+ eR/eJk such that hh”= v. Hence M, is almost M,-projective for 
any i and k, however, M, is not M,-projective for k < i (cf. Theorem 4 
below). M = C 0 Mj satisfies the condition in Theorem 1. 
Next we study certain relationships between (D,) and M-projectives, 
which is dual to [ 15, Theorem 81. First we start with 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M = XI @ M, be a direct decomposition of M. 
Assume that the M, are hollow and I.e. modules and that {M,}, is 1sTn. 
Then (Di) is equivalent to (1 -D,) for M (cf [14, Proposition 11). 
Proof. Every direct summand of M contains an indecomposable 
modules by [ 1, Theorem 1; 4, Theorem 7.1.21. Hence (D,) implies 
( 1 - D, ). Conversely assume (1 - D ,) and let N be a submodule of M. If N 
is small in M, we have nothing to prove. Assume that N is not small in M 
and put F = { CK. 0 Ni I c N, all N, are indecomposable submodules of N 
and CK. @ N, is a locally direct summand of M}. F contains a maximal 
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element N, as is shown in Remark 2. Hence M= N, 0 M’; 
N=N,@(M’nN) and M’nNis small in M by (l-0,). 
PROPOSITION 2 [ 1, Theorem 33. Let {M,}, be a set of Le. modules and 
M = Et@ M,. Let n, be the projection of M onto M,. If a submodule N of 
M contains a non-zero direct summand, rc,( N) = M, for some tl (the converse 
4” P;)). 
Proof N contains a non-zero indecomposable direct summand T of M 
by [ 1, Theorem 1; 4, Theorem 8.2.11. Let rcT be the projection of M onto 
T. Since (C 7t,)(rcTI T) = xLT( T= 1 T, n,n,l T is an isomorphism for some c1 
by [4, Proposition 6.3.31. Hence M, 1 n,(N) 1 n,(T) = 7c,7cT( ) = M,, and 
so r,(N) = M,. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M= x,0 M, be a direct decomposition of M into 
hollow and Le. modules. Then ( 1 - D, ) holds for M if and only if (D’, ) and 
(S) hold for M. 
THEOREM 2. Let M = C, @ M, be a direct decomposition of M. Assume 
that the M, are I.e. modules. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) M, is x:B + 1 @ Mp-projective for all a and (S) holds for M. 
(1) M, is Cp fa @ MD-projective, every M, is hollow for all a and 
{M,}, is 1sTn. 
(3) A, is AZ-projective for any decomposition M = A, @A, and (S) 
holds for any direct decomposition into indecomposable modules. 
(4) M satisfies the first harf of (D:) for any decomposition, every M, 
is hollow for all a and (M,), is IsTn. 
(5) M satisfies (Di) and M,; M, satisfy (EI) for any a # /?. 
(6) M satisfies (1 - D,) and M, ; M, satisfy (EI) for any a # 8. 
Proof First we note that, since M, is indecomposable, M, is hollow for 
any cases. 
(1)+(2)and (l)+(5) (EI)f or a # /? is clearly satisfied, whenever M, is 
Mp-projective and M, is indecomposable. First we shall show that {M,} is 
1sTn. Let fi: Mi -+ Mi+ 1 be a set of non-isomorphisms. Since (EI) holds, 
S I + 1 = fj( Mi) is small in Mi + 1 for Mi + 1 is hollow. Then xi, 2 0 S, is small 
in M by (S). Hence {fi} is 1sTn by [S, corollary to Proposition 11. Let N 
be a non-small submodule of M, which is not small in M. Then we may 
assume ?ti( N) = M, from (S), where 7c , : M + M, is the projection. Hence 
(Di) holds by Theorem 1, Proposition 1, and Corollary 2. 
(6) + (1) First we show that (S) holds. Let N be a non-small submodule 
in M. Then N contains an indecompsable direct summand N, of M by 
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(1 -D,). Then rt,(N,) = M, for some CL by Proposition 2. Hence 
X,(N) = M, (S). Since (S) holds, by the second assumption of (6), {M,} is 
1sTn as before. Accordingly, M, is almost C,- (1) 0 MB-projective by 
(1 - Di) and Theorem 1. Further A4; in (i) of the proof of Theorem 1 is an 
indecomposable direct summand of M, = C,- (,) @ M and g: M’ --t M, is 
an epimorphism from Remark 2. Hence h” is an isomorphism by (EI), and 
so M, is M,-projective. 
(1)~(3)LetM=A,OA,.Wehaveshownintheproofof(l)~(5)that 
{M,} is 1sTn. Hence Ai = C, @ MEi for i = 1, 2, where MXi is isomorphic to 
some one in {M,} by [4, Theorem 8.2.11. Since Hom,(C,@M,, , 
& 0 Mgz) = n Hom,(M,, , & 0 MB*), A, is AZ-projective by (1). The 
second part is clear from the Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem. 
(2) + (1) Assume X,(S) = S, # M, for all c( E I and M = S + P for some 
submodules S and P in M. Since n,(M) = S, + xl(P), xl(P) = M,. Hence P 
contains an indecomposable direct summand of A4 by Theorem 1. In a 
manner similar to the proof in Remark 2, we can obtain a decomposition 
M=A@A’xP=A@(PnA’) 
and A is a maximal element in F (replace K, in Remark 2 with P). Assume 
A’ # 0. Since {M,} is lsTn, A’ (and A) is a direct sum of indecomposable 
modules. Let A; be a direct indecomposable summand of A’ (and hence of 
M), and take the projection 7~; of M onto At. Now A; = n;,(M) = 
n;(P) + n;(S) is hollow. Assume AI, = X;(S). Then S contains a non-zero 
direct summand B of M by Theorem 1. From Proposition 2, 7c6 1B: B -+ Ms 
is an epimorphism for some 6. Since S =) B, Ss = x6(S) = M,, a contra- 
diction. Hence z;(P) = Ai and so $,( P n A’) = AI,. Then P n A’ contains a 
direct summand, which is a contradiction, too. Hence M= A = P. 
(2) + (4) (2) implies (3) and hence (DT) holds from Theorem 1’. 
(4) + (2) This is clear from Theorem 1’. 
(3) -+ (1) and (5) + (6) These are trivial. 
COROLLARY 3. Assume that M = C:=, @ M, and that the Mj are hollow 
and I.e. modules. Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) Mi is c, + i 0 Mj-projective for all i. 
(2) A ; is AZ-projective for any decomposition M = A, @ A,. 
(3) The first half of (D F) holds for any direct decomposition of M. 
(4) M satisfies (1 -D,) and M,, M, satisfy (EI) for any i#j. 
Proof M always satisfies (S) and {M;}:= i is trivially 1sTn. 
From the proof of (2) + (1) in Theorem 2, we obtain 
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LEMMA 1. Let M= I,@ M, he a direct decomposition of M. Assume 
that the M, are hollow and I.e. modules. If CM,}, is IsTn and M satisfies 
(D’,), then M does (S). 
THEOREM 1 ‘I. Let M he as above, and the M, hollow and I.e. modules. 
Assume that {M,} I is IsTn. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) M satisfies (0,). 
(2) M satisfies (1 - DI). 
(3) M sati.$es (D’,). 
(4) M, is almost C,]+? Q MD-projective for all c(. 
ProoJ (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) are trivial from Theorem 1. 
(4) -+ (1) Since M satisfies (D’,) by Theorem 1. M does (S) 
Lemma 1. Hence M satisfies (D,) by Corollary 2 and Proposition 1. 
We shall sketch the content of Theorem 1”. 
from 
-- -----_ 
/-- -. 
‘. 
----_ 
where {M,}, is a set of hollow and I.e. modules and almos-I-lsTn--lib’,) 
means that (D’, ) implies almost C B + ? 0 MB-projective under the assumption 
IsTn, and so on. 
EXAMPLE 3. (i) Let (M;} be the same set as given in Example 2. Then 
M=Cz,@M; satisfies (Dr) by Theorem l”, but M, is not Cia,2@ 
M,-projective. Let R be the ring of lower triangular matrices over a field K 
of infinite degree and Mi = err R. Then M, is Cizj 0 M,-projective. However, 
M does not satisfy (D, ) for { Mi j is not 1sTn. 
(ii) Let R be the K-endomorphism ring of K-vector space of infinite 
degree over a field K. Then R satisfies (1 - D,) but not (D, ) as a right 
R-module and R is not a direct sum of hollow modules. 
Concerning with the proof (1) -+ (5) of Theorem 2, we have 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let {M,}, and M be as in Theorem 2. Assume further 
that all M, are noetherian. Then if M satisfies (S), {M,}, is 1sTn. 
Proof We may assume that I is an infinite set. Let { fj: Mj + Mi+ , } be 
an infinite set of non-isomorphisms. Since M, is noetherian, some fi, is not 
an epimorphism. Again since M,, + , is noetherian, some fj2 (i2 > il) is not 
an epimorphism. Thus we can find an infinite subset {M, + , } such that 
any fik is not an epimorphism (k 3 1). Put g, =fi, fikp, . ..f.,-, + I: 
Mik-l+l +Mik+l and take {Mjk+,,k. 1 Then {g,}isalsTnsetby(S)and 
[S, Corollary to Proposition l] (see the proof of (1) + (5) of Theorem 2). 
3. UNISERIAL MODULES 
In the following two sections, we shall assume that R is a semiperfect 
ring. We study, in this section, a finite direct sum of almost M-projectives 
which are of form eR/A. 
Let R be a semiperfect ring and e, e’ primitive idempotents. For an 
R-module M, we denote M/J(M) by M. Assume that eR is uniserial. Every 
submodule B of eR with ) eR/B( < cc is expressed as B = eJ’. We put 
i=d(B)= leR/BI. 
LEMMA 2. Let eR and e’R be uniserial, Assume that A, is a submodule of 
e’R( = A,) and A, c A, are submodules of eR with d(Ai) = ki < 00. Further 
assume that A 3 x e’R and ai is a generator of Ai (i= 0, 3) with aie’ = ai. If 
k,+ k, >k,, there exists a homomorphism g: e’R/A, -+eRjA, such that 
g(a,+A,)=a,+A,. 
Proof: Let g, : e’R + e’R (resp. g,: e’R + eR) be a standard homo- 
morphism defined by setting gi(e’) = a, (resp. g,(e’) = a3). Since a, is a 
generator of e’R which is indecomposable and projective, g, is an 
isomorphism. Now a, = e’x for some unit x in e’Re’ and a,A, = e’xA, = 
e’A, = A, for A, is a characteristic submodule. Further a3 A, c eJk3e’Jk’ c 
eJkltk3 c A, by assumption. Hence g =g, g,’ is the desired homo- 
morphism, sinceg?,g;l(A1)=gZg;l(aOA,)=gz(A,)=a,A,cA,. 
COROLLARY 4. Let eR be a uniserial module and A, c A, c c A,, 
submodules of eR with 1 eRJAi( < 00 for a primitive idempotent e. Then 
eR/A, is Ii, I Q eR/Aj-projective. 
Proof. Take a diagram with the exact row 
i @eR/AiA H -0 
i=2 t 
lh 
WA I 
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Since v is an epimorphism, there exists x =x x, in xi, z @ eR/A, (xi E eR) 
such that v(x) = h(e) and xje --xi. Since d(A,)> d(A.,), there exist 
h,: eR/A, -+ eR/A, such that h,(e) =x,. Hence h”= C hi satisfies YE= h. 
LEMMA 3. Let eR and e’R be as in Lemma 2 and MI = etR/Al, 
M, = eR/A2. Then M, is almost M,-prqjectiue if and on!v if the .foliowing 
.fact is f~~f~~ed~ 
Let t he the rnini~~a~ integer among i such that t;J’ =aetR, i 2 I and 
eJ’ 2 At. Then d(A,) 3 d(A,) - t or there do not exist such i’s, 
In this case, for any generator a0 of e’R with aOer = u0 and any element 
a2 such that a2 E eJ and a2 & A, with a,e’ = az, there exists g: M, -+ Nz 
satisfying g(a, + A, ) = a2 + A,. 
Proof: We note that any element in Hom,(e’R/D, eR/E) is given by x1 
(x~eRe’), multiplication from the left side. Take any exact sequence with 
natural epimorphism v: 
WA 2 Y eR/B, - 0 
e’R/A , 
If there exists no non-zero homomorphism h, M, is trivially almost 
M,-projective. Hence we always assume h #O. Put h(e’R/A,)= eJk/B,. 
Then ak ze’R and so k 2 t or k =O. Assume that M, is almost 
M,-projective. If k3 t, there exists an element x in eJe’ which induces 
&: e’R/A, --) eR/A, with vh”= h by xl, since h is not an epimorphism. Then 
h(e’R/A,) + B,/A, = eJk/A2. Since eR is uniserial, eJk/A, = h(e’R/A,). 
Hence eJ”/A, ze’R/x,‘(A,) and x;-‘(A,) r> A,. Then d(A,)G?d(x;‘(A,)) 
=d(A2)-k.Ifwetakek=tandB,=eJ’+‘intheabove,dfA,)~d(A2)-t. 
Conversely, assume that d(A,) 3 d(A,) - t. If k = 0 in the above argument, 
then eR z e’R is uniserial and we obtain &: e’R/A, + eR/Az (d(A,) 2 d(A,)) 
or eR/Az -+ e/R/A, (d(A,) B d(A,)) making the diagram commutative, since 
h is given by y,; y is unitary. If k # 0, d(A,) B d(A,) - t 2 d(A,) -k implies 
that there exists K: e’RjA, + eR/A, with vl= h by applying Lemma 2 to e’ 
and the representative of v -‘h(e’). Hence M, is almost M,-projective. The 
last statement is clear from the above. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (ei]:= 1 he a set of primitive idempotents. Assume 
that the e,R are uniserial for all i. Put Mi% eiR/Ai with I M, j < 00 
(i= 1, 2, . . . . n). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) M, is almost Mj-projectil)e (j# I). 
(2) M, is almost cj + l @ ~~~project~ve. 
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ProoJ: (2) -+ (1) Assume that M, is almost x7= 2 CBM,-projective and 
consider a diagram with row exact: 
Q-K- M*= “$ QMj----+ H-O 
I==2 T 
h 
Then we have the extended diagram: 
o- K-M=M*Q 1 QM,- H @ c @M,-+O 
j>k T j>h 
Ih 
If h is liftable to h’: M, + M, then h’(Mi)cM,. Hence vh’=h. Assume 
that there exist a direct summand M’ of M and h”: h4’ -+ M, with 
hh”= v 1 M’. Since h(M, ) c H, M’ c M,. Therefore M, is almost M,-projec- 
tive. 
(1) -+ (2) We shall show by induction on n that 44, is almost 
xi+, @ M,-projective. Take an exact sequence 
We may show that there exists either &: M, + M, with vh”= h or a direct 
summand M’ of M, and t?: M’ -+ M1 with h&= v 1 M’. Let M, = aR and 
h(a) = C (a, + K); a,~ Mj. If a, E K, the above sequence induces 
Then M1 is almost cja3 @ M,-projective by induction. Therefore there 
exists either &: M, -+ xi, 3 @ M, (CM,) with vh”= h or a direct summand 
M’ of ~j~+3@Mj (and hence of M,) and &:M’+M, with hh”=v\M’. 
Accordingly we may assume that a, = a,,ej 4 K, ae r = a, and al R = ejJkl/Aj. 
If 4 E J(M,) for all j > 2, then there exist jf!: M, + .Mj with f,(~) = a, by 
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Lemma 3. Then h = Cf;: M, 4 xja2 @ Mj gives &= h. Hence we may 
assume that uj 4 K for all j B 2 and uj‘ 4 J( Mf) for some j’. If uj, and ajs are 
generators of n/i,, and Mjz, respectively, there exists f: h4, -+ M, with 
fG$,)=a,p provided d(Aj,) > d(!(A,,) (or J: J%$ -+ Mj, with ,f(aiz) = ai,, 
provided d(A,,,) 2 d(A,,)) by Lemma 2 (note e, z e,i, z ejz in this case). Then 
Ci.,@Mi=Mj,(,f)OMi,@ ... @M,fi, h(a)=(aj,+Ujl)+Caj+K and 
ai, + cliz E Mj,ff). If a, is a generator of M,, but a, is not, then we obtain 
the two cases: (i) d(An) 2 d(A,) and (ii) d(A,,) < d(~,). 
If case (i) occurs, then we have the same situation as above. In those 
eases M, is almost MJ,(f) 0 Ck a 3 0 Mjk-projective by induction. Hence 
the following case remains from the initial observation: 
(iii) ajl is a generator of Mj, for a fixed j,, say 2, aj is not for any 
j>3 and d(A,)<ci(Ai) forj>,3. 
Let Q,~R=~,J~;~A,~ (k,s #O and $2 3). If k, + d(A,) &:(A,), there 
exists f: M, -+ M, with f(a,)=a, from Lemma 2. Hence M, is almost 
C@M,-projective by induction and the argument before (iii). Next we 
assume k3$d(Az)<d(As). Then d(A,)>a’(A,)--k,>d(A,) and so there 
existsf,: M, --* N, withf(a) = a2 from Lemmas 2 and 3. Further we obtain 
%: M, + M, fs> 3) from Lemma 3, since ~,EJ(M,~). Thus h”=Cf,: 
M, + C @ M,V is the desired map. 
LEMMA 4. Let S he a simpie module and M an indecomposable module 
with / M / -=z CCI. S is almost ~~pro~ectiue if and o&y if M has the foi~owin~ 
structure: for any proper submodule N of 44, if Soc(M,JN) contains a simple 
component .!? isomorphic to S, then M is hollow provided Nz,J(M), and 
Sot(M) contains a simple component S, isomorphic to S such that 
S, n N= (0), (S, + N)/N = 3, provided N f, J(M). 
Proof: Assume that S is almost ~-projective and Soc(~/~) = 
Cy= 1 @ Sj, where the Sj are simple and S, x S. Consider the diagram with 
row exact: 
O-N-M- K M/N -0 
‘\ 
\ 
;\ 
u 
\ Soc(W~~ 
\ 
\ 
i \ h 
‘S 
We assume that h # 0, and hence h is a monomorphism. Suppose that h is 
not an epimorphism. S being aImost M-projective, there exists &: S + A4 
such that v/i= h. Hence i;(S) is contained in Sot(M) and N n 8(S) = (0). If 
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N=J(M) and m 3 2, h is not an epimorphism, and hence Nn h”(S) = (0) 
from the above. On the other hand, since M is indecomposable, 
J(M) 3 Sot(M). Therefore m = 1. If N 2 J(M), 1 M/J(M)1 2 2 provided 
N # M, and hence M is hollow. If N 5 J(M), M/N 2 Soc(M/N). Hence h 
is not an epimorphism, and N n h”(S) = (0). Conversely, if M has the given 
structure, it is clear that S is almost M-projective. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let { Mi}r=, he a set qf indecomposable modules with 
( M,I -C co and S a simple module. Assume S z eR/eJ. Then S is almost 
C;=, @ M,-projective if and only if S is almost M,-projective for all i and 
whenever Mi z CR/A; and M, %eR/Ai for some i and j, any element in 
End,(eR/eJ) is liftable to an element in Hom,(M,, M,) or Hom,(M,, M,); 
i.e., Mi@ Mi has the lifting property qf simple modules module the radical 
CO 
Proof. Assume that S is almost C;=, @ M,-projective and MI = eR/A, 
and M, = eR/A,. For an element t in End,(eR/eJ), take a diagram: 
M,OM,----+ 
\r --. M,IJ(M,).B M,IJ(Md - 0 1.. A\ \-. 
$;‘=- I h 
\\-\ 
‘;eR/eJ, 
where v is natural and h(Z) =X + t(X)(X E eR/eJ). If J(M,) = 0, i.e., A, = eJ, 
t is trivially liftable to an element in Hom,(M,, M2). Hence we may 
assume J(M,) # 0. Since the Mi are indecomposable, Soc(Mi) c J(M,). 
Hence eR/eJ being almost M, @M,-projective as the proof (2) -+ (1) 
of Proposition 4, there exists an indecomposable direct summand M’, 
of M, @ M2 and J: M’, -+ eRJeJ with h?i= v 1 M;. Then M’, is a graph, 
say M; = M,(g); g:M, + MZ. Now v(ml + g(ml)) = @I, + g(Cz,) = 
hh”(m,+g(m,))=s+ts, wherem,EM, ands=h(m,+g(m,)). Sincesisa 
generator of eR/eJ, t is lifted to g. Conversely, we assume the second 
condition. Take a diagram with the exact row 
M= i @M,A H-O 
i=l 
. 
h 
S 
We assume that h is a monomorphism and SzeR/eJ. Let v-‘(h(s)) = 
C xi; xi E M, and s is a generator of S. We may assume xie = xi for all i. 
Suppose xj~ M, - J(M,) for 1 <j < k and X~ E J(M,,) for j’ > k. Then M, is 
hollow by Lemma 4, say Mj = ejR/Bj (e, z e). We may identify ej with e. By 
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making use of induction on k provided k #O, we can assume from 
hypothesis that there exist some p, say 1 and homomorphisms f;: Mi -+ M, 
such that f,(x,)=x-xi for i<k, where xi~J(M,)e (x’,=O). Then 
M = M,(C:= J,) @ M, 0 f. .@ M, and x:=, xi = Eli=, (xi - xi) + If= i xi E 
M,(xT=,.f;) @J(M,)O . ..@J(M.). On the other hand, since x;EJ(M~) for 
,j> 1 (xi. = XI, for j’ > k), xjR = x;eR is a proper hollow submodule of Mi 
and XI R/J(xi R) z eR/eJ z S. Considering the exact sequence, 
0- J(x;R)- M i A M,,‘J(x;R) - 0 
u 
x;R/J$x;R) 
1 
S 
similarly to the proof of Lemma 4 we obtain a simple submodule l(S) in 
A4, such that v&S) = xiR/J(x; R) for xJ R is proper. Hence x; R = 6((s) + 
J(xjR) = g(S) by Nakayam’s lemma. Now Cr= i (xi-x:) is a generator of 
M; (= M, (C:=,A)) and (I:=, (x,.-x:)) e = Cb= 1 f-r, - xi). For j > 1 take 
g,: M’, -+ ~~~J~~~ ) = eR/eJ + x;R such that g,(Cf= 1 (xi - x:)) = x;. Then 
~=~~{~g~)~~*~...~~~ and C:=1Xi=Cr=L(S’-x:)+(C6_,x:+ 
YE ,,kx,)EM;(Cgj)(=~M~).Puth”((ZI:xi)=s,thenhh=vIM:.Ifk=0,and 
hence .X,E J(M,) for all i, Sz x,R c Soc( Mj). Put @s(s) =C xi, then vh”= h. 
Therefore S is almost X7= I @ Mi-projective. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let K be a field and R a K-algebra of finite dimension as 
follows: 
R=eR@,fR@gR; eR = eK@eqfK@eehgK,fR=fKandgR=gK, 
where (e,.kg) is a set of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents. Put 
A = eufK, B = ebgK and M, = eR/A, Mz = eR/B. Then S ( =eR/eJf is 
almost ~i-projective. However, there do not exist any isomorphisms 
between M, and M, by the structure of R. Hence S is not almost 
M, @ M,-projective by Lemma 4. 
4. RIGHT NAKAYAMA RINGS 
We shall give some applications of results in the previous section. Let M, 
and M2 be hollow modules. If M, is almost M,-projective (i,j = 1,2), 
M, @M, satisfies (**, 2) in [93 by Theorem 1. Further if M, is 
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Mj-projective, M, @M, has the lifting property of direct decompositions 
modulo the radical [7] by Theorem 2 and [7, Theorem 21. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a semi-perfect ring. Then (1) for any two hollow 
modules M,, M2, M, is M,-projective if and only if’ R is semi-simple and 
(2) M, is almost M,-projective if and only if R is a right Nakayama ring 
with radical square-zero. In this case, every ho~Iow module is almost 
~~~~-projective, where the M, are hollows. 
Proof: The first half is clear (cf. [6, Theorem 43). In the second case, by 
Theorem1 and [8,Theorem5],eR=,eJ=,eJZ~..--eJ”=,-..=,n,(eJ”)is 
a unique composition series between eR and n,, (e6). Assume eJ2 #O for 
some idempotent e. Consider the diagram: 
eR v eR/eJ2 - 0 K \ 
b, h T 
“eJ/eJ’ 
Since eJ/eJ’ is simple, ~(eJ/eJ*) c eJ2 for any &: eJ/eJ’ + eR. Further, since 
h is not an epimorphism, there exist no homomorphisms &: eR -+ eJ/eJ* 
with hK= v. Hence the hollow module eJ/eJ* is not almost eR-projective. 
Therefore J2 = 0 and so R is right artinian. Conversely assume that R is a 
right Nakayama ring and J2 = 0. Then we have only two kinds of hollow 
modules: (1) eR projective and (2) eR/eJ simple. The last statement is clear 
from the above fact and Proposition 5. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a semi-perfect ring. Then the following are 
eq~ivalen t: 
( 1) R is a right Nakayama ring and every simple factor mudule except 
eR/eJ (and Soc(eR)) in the composition series of eR is not isomorphic to 
eR,ieJ. 
(2) R is a right Nakayama ring and eR/eJ is almost eR (eR/A)-projec- 
tive vor any submodule A of eR). 
(3) Any two hollow modules of the form eR/A are almost projective 
each other. 
(4) Any holiow module of the form eR/A is almost Cy=, @eR/Ai- 
projective for any n, 
where e runs through over all the primiti~~e idempotents. 
Proof. (1) H (2) This is clear from Lemma 4. 
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(1) -+ (3) Consider the diagram: 
eNA I AeR/N--0 
T 
h 
eRIA 
We shall divide this into two cases: 
(a) h is not an epimorphism. Then h =x1 (multiplication of x from 
the left side); x E eJe = eJ”e (eJn+ ’ = 0). Hence, if N #O, h = 0. Assume 
N = 0, and hence A, = 0. Then, since v is an isomorphism, there exists 
trivially h”: eR/A -+ eR/A, such that vK= h. 
(p) h is an epimorphism. Then h =x,: x E eRe-eJe. If A, c A, put 
h”=x;‘:eR/A,+eRIA. Then v=hh”. If A,cA, put &=x,:eR/A-+eR/A,. 
Then vh”= h. 
(3) -+ (4) First we shall show that R is right artinian. By Theorem 1 and 
[8,Theorem5], eRxeJIeJ2=,... 2 eJ” 2 . . ‘2 n, (eJ”) is a unique com- 
position series between eR and n, (eJ”). Assume eJ” #O (n >2). Then 
eJ’leJ’+ ’ zfR/f J & eR/eJ for 1 < i + 1 < n by Lemma 4, where f is a 
primitive idempotent. Hence eJ’/eJ’+’ zfR/fJ’ (eJ’leJ’zfR/fJ’Pi for any 
t > i, since fR/r), (fJ”) is uniserial). If i+j < n (and hence fJj # 0) and 
j 2 2, then eJ’/eJ’+ ’ z f R/fJ & fJip ‘/JJ’ z eJifi- ‘/eJi+l from Lemma 4. 
Therefore any simple factor module eJ’/eJ’+ ’ is not isomorphic to any one 
of eJk/eJk+ ‘, provided i < k and eJk + ’ #O. Accordingly, since R is semi- 
perfect, eJ” = 0 for some n, and so R is a right artinian and right 
Nakayama ring. Hence we obtain (4) from Proposition 4. 
(4) -+ (3) This is clear. 
(3) -+ (2) By Theorem 1 and [S, Theorem 51 and the proof of (3) + (4) 
it is clear that R is a right Nakayama ring. 
From the above proof we obtain 
COROLLARY 5. Let R be the ring satisfying the equivalent conditions in 
Theorem 4. Then eJ’/eJ’ f ’ & eJk/eJk + ’ provided i K k and eJk + ’ # 0. Hence 
if m is the number of non-isomorphic idempotents in R, then J”+ ’ = 0. 
Remark 5. In Example 2, if we take a ring R of infinite degree, R 
satisfies (3) and (4) in Theorem 4 but not (1) and (2). 
LEMMA 5. Let { Mi}:=, be a set of uniserial modules with ( Mi 1 < 0~. 
Then the ,following are equivalent: 
(1) Every submodule in Mi 0 Mi (i #j) is standard with respect to a 
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suitable direct decomposition of M = M, @ M, (see [lo] for the definition qf 
standard submodules). 
(2) For any submodules M,, 3 N, 3 K, (a = i, j) and an isomorphikm 
h: N,/K,z N,/K,, h is liftable to an element in either Hom,(M,, Mi) or 
Hom,(M,, MA. 
In this case every submodule of C;= 1 @M, is standard. 
ProoJ (I) --, (2} We take M,x N,x Ki for i= I,2 and h: N,/K, =: 
N,/kl,. Since M, is uniserial, N, = Mi .I’l for some fi and we may assume 
t,dtt. Put N=~,(h)~~ in M=Mt$M,. Then there exists a direct 
decomposition of M such that M = M; @ M; and N = N‘, @I N; ; N: c: M:. 
We may suppose that N:= M: J”! and f’, 4 t;. It is clear t, = t’, by taking 
the projection 7t , : M + M,. Since M; has the exchange property, rri / M’, is 
an isomorphism for some i, where 7ti: M-+ M, is the projection. First we 
assume z1 1 M; is an isomorphism and so M’, = M,(f), where f: M, -+ Ml. 
Since M’, 3 N;, N’, = N;‘(f) for a submodule N’,’ of M, . On the other hand, 
t’, = t, implies NY = N, (note that M, is uniserial). Hence N =) N’, = N,(f). 
Let x be an element in N,. Then .u+f’(x)~ N,(f)c N, and so x+f(x)= 
X’ + h(x’) -+ z, where x’ E N, and z E Kz. Hencef(x) = h(x) (mod K,), and h 
is liftable to f- Finally assume rr2 1 M; is an isomorphism. Then t, = t2. In 
this case h- ’ is liftable as above. 
(2) -+ (1) Let N be a submodule of M = M, @M,. Then N = N,(h) N,; 
Mix Ni=, K, and h: N,fK, z N,JK,. If h is liftable to an element f 
in Hom,(M,, M2), M= M,(f)@ M, 2 N = N,(f) @ K,. We obtain the 
similar result for another case. Let M = M, @M, @ . .. @M, and N a 
submodule of M. We shall show by induction on IZ that N is standard. 
Let 1z, : M -+ M, be the projection. Assume nl( N) ( = N,) # 0 and put 
M, = Cia2 @ M,. Then N = N,(h) C, where C is a submodule of M, and 
h: N,/K, zC/K2(K,=NnM, and K, = M, n N). By induction, there 
exists a suitable direct decomposition of M, such that M, = Cia,z@ M: 
(M:isisomorphictosomeMi,j~2)andKZz~i~2OK:;fCjcM:fori~22. 
Let n:: M,/K, - MILKS be the projection and put h, = xih. Since N,/K, is 
uniserial, some hi say h, is an isomorphism. If h2 is liftable to an element 
h; in Hom.(M,,M;), M=M,(h;)@M,, K,@K,=K,(h$)@K,, and 
&(N/(K,(h;) 0 K2)) = 0. Next assume that hz is liftable to an element h r in 
Hom,(M$, M,). Then M=M,OM’,(h:)OM;0...0MI,, K,@K,= 
K, @Kl(h;C)@K3@...0Kn. If we change the position of M, to one of 
M;(h:), $(N/(K, @ K2)) = 0, where n’,‘: M/(K, 0 K2) --f M,/K, is the 
projection of the above decomposition, Repeating this procedure, we can 
reduce ourselves to the case M = M, @ Ml. (Note that N/( K, 0 Xz) is a 
uniserial module isomorphic to N,/K, .) 
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COROLLARY 6. Let (M,} y=, be as in Lemma 5. If the equivalent 
conditions in Lemma 5 are satisfied, M = Cr=, @ Mi satisfies (D,). 
Proof: let N be a non-small submodule in M. Since N is standard by 
Lemma 5, N contains a non-trivial direct summand of M. 
The second author has studied a left Nakayama ring with the first half of 
(2’) in the following theorem [18]. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a semiperfect ring. Then the following are 
equivalent for each primitive idempotent e: 
(1) Every submodule in a direct sum of any two hollow modules eR/A, 
and eR/A, is always standard. 
(1’) Every submodule in a direct sum of any hollow modules eR/Ai is 
always standard (i = 1, 2, . . . . n). 
In the following (2))(4) we always assume that eRjA, @eR/A, satisfies 
(D,) for any eR/Ai. 
(2) Every submodule in eR(‘) (= eR @ eR) is standard. 
(2’) Every .suhmodule in a direct sum eR@’ is standard for any n. 
(3) Hom,(eR, eR) --f /Hom,(L/K, L/K) is an epimorphism for any 
eR 3 L 3 K, where f is natural, and 
Soc(eR) is not isomorphic to any simple sub-factor modules of eR 
except the top and the bottom. (*) 
(4) Whenever M/J(M) z (eR/eJ)‘“’ for any R-module M, M z 
C 0 eRIB,, 
where the Ai run through over all submodules of eR and the Bi are sub- 
modules of eR. 
Proof: (1) -+ (2) Since every submodule in eR/A, @ eR/A, is standard 
and eR/A, is hollow, eR/A, @eR/A, satisfies (Di) from the proof of 
Corollary 6. Taking A, = A, = 0, we obtain the first half of (2). 
(2) + (1) The assumption in Theorem 4 is fulfilled. Hence eR has the 
structure given in Theorem 4. Assume that d(A,) < d(A,) and A, #O. Take 
submodules eR 3 Li 3 K, 3 Ai such that h: L,IK, % L2/K2. Then h is liftable 
to an element R in End,(eR) by Lemma 5. Now from Theorem 4 either 
K, = K2 or L, = eR, K, = eJ, and A2 = Kz = 0. In the former case E is an 
isomorphism, since eR is uniserial. Hence & or E-’ induces an element in 
Hom,(eRIA,, eR/A,). In the latter case h: eR/A, +‘eR/eJ --+h eR/A, 
induces h, where v is natural. Therefore every submodule in eR/A , @ eR/A, 
is standard by Lemma 5. If A, = 0, eR/A, = eR. 
4Xl.122’?-14 
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( 1) -+ ( 1’) and (2) -+ (2’) Since eR is uniseral from Theorem 4, these are 
clear from Lemma 5. 
(1’) + (l), (2’) + (2) These are trivial. 
(2) -+ (3) R being a right Nakayama ring by assumption, the first half is 
clear from Lemma 5. If, for a simple sub-factor module eJ’leJ’+ ’ of eR, 
f: eJ’leJ’+’ = Soc(eR), f is liftable to an element f’ in End,(eR) by 
Lemma 5. Then eJ’- ‘/eJ’zf’(eJlSoc(eR)), provided i > 1. Hence i = 0 or 
eJ’+‘= 0 by Corollary 5. Therefore (*) holds true. 
(3) + (2) If eJi/eJifk z eJ’/eJiek (k 2 l), eJjeJ’+ ’ z eJ’/eJ’+ ‘. Hence 
either i=j or i = 0 and eJ’+ ’ = 0 by (*) and Corollary 5. Therefore we 
obtain the implication from Lemma 4. 
(4) -+ (2’) (Cf. [ 10, Proposition 23.) Put F= eR(“) and K a submodule of 
F. Then (F/K)/J(F/K) cz (eR/eJ)‘“’ for some n. Hence F/K z C 0 eR/A, by 
(1) and so 
is a projective cover of F/K. Since F is projective, F contains a direct sum- 
mand isomorphic to C @ eR. Hence K is a standard submodule of F with 
respect to a suitable direct decomposition F = C 0 ei R, where e, R z eR. 
(2’) + (4) This is trivail. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be an algebra over a field K of finite dimension. 
Assume that R is a connected algebra satisfying the equivalent conditions in 
Theorem 4. Then any conditions in Theorem 5 are equivalent to the following: 
(1) (*) holds true and (2) [eRe : K] = [e’Re’: K] for any primitive 
idempotents e and e’, where eRe = eRe/eJe. In this case eRe z e’Re’. 
Proof Assume the conditions in Theorem 5. Take submodules 
eR =) L, and assume L/J(L) = e’R/e’J for some primitive idempotent e’. We 
obtain a K-isomorphism: eRe = End,(eRe/eJe) + End,(L/J(L)) =e’Re’ by 
Theorem 5. Hence [eRe: K] = [e’Re’: K], provided eRe’ # 0 or e’Re # 0. 
Therefore [eRe: K] = [e’Re’: K] for any e and e’, since R is connected. 
The converse is clear from the above and Corollary 5. (Note 
End,(L/J(L)) = End,(L/L,) for L 3 L, .) 
COROLLARY I. Let K be an algebraically closed field and R a K-algebra 
of finite dimension. Then any conditions in Theorem 5 are equivalent to the 
following: (1) any conditions in Theorem 4 and (2) (*) holds true. 
Let R,, Rz, and R3 be local rings whose radical J, ( #O) is square-zero 
and simple as a right R,-module, i.e., J,=n,A,, where A,= R,/Ji. Hence 
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there exists a monomorphism fii: Ai -+di such that clni=n,fii(a) for c(E~, 
(L.fii depends on n,). We assume that there exist monomorphisms: 
fiC,+l]‘A,+A[j+II for all j, where [.j+ l] =j+ 1 for j+ 1 <3 and 
(j+l)-[j+1]=3forj+1&4. 
We shall define a ring as follows: Put 
UiR=~,jR,~ajr,+*~Arl+~~Oa,~j+2]A~j+,~ for j= 1, 2, 3. 
Define 
ai, ai.k = 0 if ,j#j’ and ai,a,j = a,a,i = a,,. 
~iCI+IJ~[i+I]~r+2]“~~[i+.,~l][r+,, 
= a,Citbl for s63 (= Oforsa4). 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for i<3. 
Hence 
J,a, = a0 Jj = 0. 
xiaii = ai,xi, ajic4xi = ai,cr.fi for C(E A,, xie Ri, 
where X = xi + Jj in R,/J, = Ai; 
xi”zf = aijfij(xi) for i#j. 
Since an, = nifi,(cc), we assume 
Then R =C@u;R is a right Nakayama ring satisfying the conditions in 
Theorem 4 and u,R/u,J, z Soc(u,R). We shall express R as 
with the multiplication table above and {a ,2, a23, a3, } is a set of generator 
of J(R). For instance, 
R~,=(:“a:)-J~,=(~~~~)-J2~,=(~~~~)~J3~,=(na;’1). 
Concerning the above example we have 
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THEOREM 7. Let R he a basic semi-pecfect ring. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) R satisfies the conditions in Theoem 4 and e,Rle,Jx Soc(e,R), 
where the ei run through over all primitive idempotents; 
(2) R is isomorphic to a direct sum of the following rings: 
6 
RI----R, - . ..-‘R k- 1, / eiR) = k, 
and division rings, 
where the Ri are local rings given in the example above. 
In this case the following are equivalent: 
(a) R satisfies the conditions in Theorem 5. 
(b) All fii defined in (2) are isomorphisms. 
(c) R is a left Nakayama ring. 
Proof. Let R = x;= i 0 e,R be a basic and connected ring satisfying (1). 
Then R is a right Nakayama ring. We start with e, and assume that 
k = ) e, R 1 > 2 and q ( = ei J/J(e, J)) z e, + i R (cf. Kupisch series). Then 
1 e,R 1 < 1 e,, i R 1 by assumption and Theorem 4. From the same reason 
eklJ z G, and so ( e,R 1 = k for 1 d i < k - 1. Let e’ be a primitive idem- 
potent. If there exists a non-zero homomorphism h (i.e., e’Re, # 0) of e,R to 
I e’R, e’R (Z Soc(e’R)) z h(e,J ) for some t. Hence e’ E {ei}::;. Similarly if 
e, Re’ # 0, e’ E (ei}r;,l, and so CfCP1’ 0 e,R is a direct summand of R as a 
two-sided ideal. Therefore R = 1::: 0 e, R. Since ei Je, = ei Jk ~ ‘e, # 0, 
e,Rei is a local ring with radical square-zero. Further, for i #j, 
eiRe,e,Je,ceiJe,ejJk-‘e,=O, and Jk=O. Hence eiRej is a right Aj 
( = ejRej/ej Je,)-module and a left Ai( = ei Re,/e, Je,)-module. Further, 
from the structure of eR in Theorem 4, e,Rej z e,J’e, for some t. e, R 
being uniserial, e,Re, = aOA, for some a0 # 0 E eiRej. Therefore there 
exists a monomorphism fici+i, of Ai to AIi+ll such that xai[,+i,= 
aiCI+ Ilfici+ II(X); x E A, ((i+ l)- [i+ l] =k- 1 for i+ 1 &k). Since 
HOmR(eC,+IIR,eiR)=aiC,+llAC1+II, aii+lai+li+2”‘ak-ll”‘ai~liZ0 is 
a generator of ej Je, and R is isomorphic to a ring: R, -+ Rz + .+ 
RC-,+R,. Next assume (e,RI=l. If fRe,#O, Soc(fR)ze,R and 
Soc( f R) % fR by assumption. Hence e, R = Re, = R is a division ring. The 
converse is clear from the structure of R. The last equivalence is also clear 
from Theorem 5 and the structure of Re, given in the example above. 
If we drop the assumption: Soc(eR) zeR/eJ in Theorem 7, we have 
various types of rings. We shall study a similar ring to Theorem 7. Let 
{ Ai}:= L be a set of division rings such thatf,: Ai -+ A,+, is an isomorphism 
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for each i as the example after Corollary 8. Let Vi be a di, di+ I bimodule 
satisfying Vi=d,ui=uidi+, and diu, = v,fi(di), where 6, E di. Put 
‘f YQJ 
Assuming uiui+ I = 0, we can give the ring structure on R by making use of 
{f;}. On the other hand, we put 
( I. 
A, A, 
A,A, 0 
R= . ‘_ ‘. 
0 “...:;‘A, 
A, 
Then we have the natural isomorphism cp of R onto R’ 
r 
. . 0 
> r ... 
. . 0 
cp u,i ai, + I = Fi- ltaii) Fi(aii+ I) 3 
0 ..:.. 0 > 
where Fi =fjp, fip2.. .f, and F,, = Id,. Hence we shall denote R and R’ by 
T,,z(A 1). 
Next we take the subring of T,,,(A,) consisting of all the forms 
(: :::..~-:.::.;.._o_.~ a”;,,) .’ 
and denote it by Tn,2(A,). 
THEOREM 8. Let R be a semiperfect and basic ring. Then the following 
are equivalent : 
(1) Every submodule in a direct sum of any two hollow modules is 
standard. 
(1’) Every submodule in a direct sum of any hollow modules is 
standard (hence R is of right local type). 
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(2) R is isomorphic to a direct sum of the following rings: (i) division 
ring, (ii) local Frobenius ring with radical square-zero, and (iii) T,,,(A) and 
TH,,(A’), where A, A’ are division rings. 
Proof (1) + (2) From the proof of Theorem 5 and Corollary 6, we 
know that R satisfies the second condition in Theorem 3. Hence R is a 
right Nakayama ring with radical square-zero. Let e and e’ be distinct 
primitive idempotents. 
(i) eR 2 Soc(eR) = eJ -. z eR Then eRe’ = eJe’ = 0. Further, if 
e’Re # 0, Soc(e’R) % z. Then e’R = eR by Lemma 5. Therefore eR = eRe is 
a direct summand of R as rings. It is clear that eRe (= R,) is a local ring 
and J, = J(R,) is a simple right RI-module. For any non-zero elements a, b 
in J, , the mapping h : a -+ b gives an isomorphism of J, . Hence h is given 
by r, for some r in R, from Lemma 5, i.e., b = ra. Therefore J, is also a 
simple left R,-module. Accordingly, R, is a local Frobenius ring with 
radical square-zero. 
(ii) eR 3 Soc(eR)%e’R. Put e=e, and eJ%G. If e,J#O, 
e,J%e,R (e2 Ze,) from (i). Continuing this procedure, we obtain a chain 
{ e, , e2, . . . . ek} such that e,R 3 Soc(e,R)=ei+, R for i<k. If e, =e,+, for 
some t, Soc(ei~,R)%Soc(ei+,~,R). Then e,+,=ei+,-, by Lemma5. 
Therefore we obtain the following two cases: 
(a) e, = e, for some k and e, # ei for i <j < k. 
(8) Soc(e,R)=e,R and e,#e, for i<j<k. 
In both cases, e,Je,=O and so e,Re, ( =Ai) is a division ring. Further, 
eiJ= uiAj+ ,. Since e,J is a left A,-module, there exists a monomorphism 
f,:At+Ai+l such that aiui = ui f,(S,); di E Ai. Further, f, is an epimorphism 
from Lemma 5. Put E=Ce,. Then EiRE,% T,,,(A,) (/I) or Tb,,(A,) (a). 
Case ~1. Let e’ be an idempotent 4 {e,>. Then EiRe’ = 0 from the con- 
struction of E, RE,, and e’RE, = 0 from Lemma 5. Therefore, EiREi = E, R 
is a direct summand of R as rings. 
Case 8. Take a maximal chain {e,} satisfying (8). Then we can show in 
the same manner that E,R is a direct summand of R as rings. 
(iii) eR = Soc(eR) and there exists no idempotent e’ such that - 
Sc(e’R) z eR. Then eR is a direct summand of R, and eR is a division ring. 
(2) + (1) and (1) -+ (1’) These are clear from Theorem 3 and Lemma 5. 
5. DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
We shall characterize modules with (D,) over a local Dedekind domain. 
Most of the results in this section are duplications of [14, 16, 171. 
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Let R be a local Dedekind domain and P the unique maximal ideal. We 
denote the quotient field of R and the injective hull of R/P by Q and 
E(R/P), respectively. Then every hollow module is isomorphic to one of the 
following: (i) R/P”(n 2 1); (ii) E(R/P); (iii) R; and (iv) Q (cf. [17]). 
We note that all submodules in those modules are linear with respect o 
inclusion and satisfy the equivalent conditions in Lemma 5. Hence we have 
LEMMA 6 [ 16, Theorem 5.161. Let R he a local Dedekind domain. Then 
every direct sum of finite copies of a hollow module satisfies (D, ). 
Consider an exact sequence for n > m: 
R/P” I’ R/P” F 0 
I 
h=p/ 
R/P” 
If n > m + 1, there is neither a homomorphism E: R/P” + R/P” with vh”= h, 
nor an epimorphism h”: R/P” + R/P” with hh”= v. Hence, since R/P” is 
cyclic, from Theorem 1” and the above, we obtain 
LEMMA 7. Every direct sum of any copies of R/P” and R/P”+ ’ satisfies 
(D,), but R/P” 0 R/P” does not, provided 1 n - m 1 3 2. 
From Lemma 5 and Example 1, we have 
LEMMA 8. Every direct sum of finite copies of any of {Q, R, E(R/P)} 
satisfies (D,) but every direct sum of infinite copies of them does not. 
In a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 7 we have 
LEMMA 9. Any of {R/P” 0 R, RIP” 0 Q, R/P” 0 E(RIP)} does not 
satisfy (D’,). 
From Lemmas 6-9, we obtain 
THEOREM 9. Let R be a local Dedekind domain with maximal ideal P 
and M an R-module which is a direct sum of hollow modules. Then M 
satisfies (D,) if and only if M is isomorphic to one of the following: 
(1) (RIP”)‘“1’O(RIP”+‘)‘“2’, where n and the mi are non-negative 
integers and the m, may be infinite. 
(2) Q(““)@ RCmz)@ E(R/P)‘“)‘, where the mi are non-negative integers 
(cf [16, Theorem 5.161). 
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(jj/pn)(ml), Q(W) @ R(W) and Rcm4) @ E(R/P) satisfy the first half of (DF), 
however, (R/P”)‘“~‘@ (R/P”“)‘““’ and Q@;)@ E(E/P)‘“i’ satisfy (D:) 
provided m;rn;rn;rnk # 0. 
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